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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a solution of the Economic Load Dispatch 

(ELD) problem, using the Path Relinking Algorithm (PR). 

Generally, PR is a population-based meta-heuristic technique 

to integrate intensification and diversification strategies in a 

search procedure. Also, to explore trajectories that connect 

elite solutions .The economic load dispatch problem is 

formulated as the minimization of the production cost 

function, expressed as a quadratic polynomial, subject to the 

power balance constraints and to the generation limits 

constraints. The proposed approach has been applied in five 

generators units. The comparison with the real-coded genetic 

algorithm (RCGAs), the binary-coded genetic algorithm 

(BCGAs) and the classical optimization technique of Quasi-

Newton, demonstrates the superiority of the PR algorithm and 

confirms its potential to solve the ELD problem.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) problem is one of key 

problems in power operation and planning. The ELD problem 

may be expressed by minimizing the total generation cost 

while satisfying an equality constraint and several inequality 

constraints. 

The ELD problems have complex and nonlinear 

characteristics. To solve these problems, various algorithms 

and heuristic approaches have suggested or investigated by 

power engineers, including Lagrangian relaxation [1], 

gradient method [2], linear programming and dynamic 

programming [3], interior point method [4]. More recently, 

heuristic techniques, such as genetic algorithms [5][6], 

simulated annealing [7], evolutionary computing [8], PSO 

algorithms [9][10] , tabu-search [11]  and Ant Colony[12] 

have also been intensively investigated. In this paper, Path 

Relinking algorithm which was proposed by Glover [13][14] 

introduced. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

In section 2, the principal framework of the Path Relinking 

algorithm is reviewed. In section 3, is presented the 

formulation of economic load dispatch problem. In section 4, 

is presented the PR algorithm for ELD problem and in section 

the case studies. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 6. 

2. THE PATH RELINKING 

ALGORITHM   
Path Relinking is a meta-heuristic technique, proposed by 

Glover which has been suggested as an approach to integrate 

intensification and diversification strategies in a search 

procedure [14]. 

The PR algorithm operates on a set of elite (high-quality) 

solutions, called Reference set (Refset). Starting from one of 

these solutions, called an initial solution, the aim of the search 

is to generating a path, by performing moves, in 

neighbourhood space (Figure 1) that leads toward the other 

solutions, called guiding solutions [16]. 

Therefore, new better solutions may occur along the path. 

 

Figure 1 The process flow of the PR algorithm generates 

new solutions by exploring trajectories that connect elite 

solutions. 

For the intermediate solutions: x(1), x(2), …, x(n) of the path 

is possible to introduce the meaning of distance between the 

solutions and define a neighbourhood of a solution as a whole 

of all the solutions, where distance from the current solution 

cannot exceed a certain threshold. 

In the case that a solution can be expressed from binary 

vectors (the vectors are constrained to take values 0 or 1) with 

N components, it can be used the Hamming distance. The 

Hamming distance between two solutions x and xʹ which 

computed by: 
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Generally, the PR algorithm requires the following, [14]: 

 A neighborhood structure for the movements. 
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 Selection criteria for the path. 

 Selection criteria for intermediate solutions of the 

path. 

 Selection criteria for initiating (Si) and guiding (Sg) 

solutions. 

The Basic mechanism of PR algorithm problem is given in 

Figure 2. 

1. Generate an initial reference set of solutions (RefSet) of 

b quality solutions 

2. Evaluate the solutions in RefSet and order them 

according to their objective function 

3. Repeat 

Select the initial and the guiding solutions 

    For each pair of solutions (subset) 

                  Create new better solutions (x*) that     

                                 improve the result 

   Check new solutions according the   

                                 objective function 

If  xxfxf ),()( *
 RefSet, 

where f is the objective function, 

then,  

                                            Update and reorder the RefSet, 

                                       End If 

 End For 

       Until a fixed number of iterations or a given amount of   

       execution time is performed 

4. Print the best solution 

 

Figure 2 : Basic mechanism of PR algorithm 

3. FORMULATION PROBLEM 
The aim of the economic load dispatch (ELD) problem is to 

minimize the objective cost function of the production units, 

(equation 2), under the power balance equality constraint, 

(equation 3), and the production limits inequality constraint of 

the generators, (equation 4). The mathematical form of the 

ELD problem is [21]: 
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Where: 

N : is the number of running (on line) power units. 

iP : is the power output of the ith unit in MW. 

P : is the vector that contains all the iP . 

)( ii PF : is the production cost currency units per hour for 

generator i. 

miniP και maxiP : are the power limitations of the ith unit in 

MW. 

DP : is the total load demand in MW. 

LP : transmission losses in MW. 

In equation (1), the production cost function  )( ii PF  is 

usually expressed as a quadratic polynomial: 

2)( iiiiii PcbPF           (5)       

where iii cb ,,  are cost coefficients of generator i. 

Transmission losses are computed by: 
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where: 

B: coefficients of transmission losses. 

4. ECONOMIC LOAD DISPATCH 

PROBLEM WITH PATH RELINKING 

(PR) ALGORITHM  
In this section describes the steps of PR algorithm in order to 

solve the ELD problem. The steps that the algorithm follows 

are: 

Step 1: Initialization: Create a RefSet of solutions at random 

while satisfying constraints: equality, eq. (3) and inequality, 

eq.(4). 

Step 2: Calculate the objective function, eq.(5) and order the 

solutions according to the value of the objective function. 

Step3: Generate NewSubsetsCreation, which consists of new 

solutions resulting from the combination of the existing 

solutions. 

Step4: If the new solution contributes to the optimization of 

the objective function, insert them in to the RefSet and reorder 

the solutions.  

Step 5: Return at step 3 until the procedure is applied for all 

generators.  

Step 6: If all iterations of the algorithm are completed, print 

the best solution for the problem. 

After the initialization step, follows the creation of new 

solutions, using the space in the neighborhood of the already 

examined solutions. From the available solutions of RefSet, 

all the solutions are combined in pairs which include at least 

one new solution and they insert in a table with name 

“NewSubset”. Then, while there are available SubSets for 

examination, they selected one by one and create the Initial 

and Guiding solution, then the Relinking method [22] applied 

to create pathways between these solutions. Each new 

solution after being examined for suitability and if its 

contribute to the optimization of the objective function, is 

imported to RefSet. Afterwards, the pair of solutions that was 

examined is removed from table NewSubset and the next pair 

of solutions from the table is selected for examination and 

search for a better path. After finish processing all table 

contents all current solutions have been combined and the PR 
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algorithm proceeds to the next iteration, after returning the 

total produced cost value. 

5. CASE STUDIES 
The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed PR algorithm 

has been applied to ELD problem with the generators [21]. 

The cost functions in dollars per hour as follows: 

408,1 0015,0)( 1

2

111  PPPF  

607,1 0030,0)( 2

2

222  PPPF  

1001,2 0012,0)( 3

2

333  PPPF  

250,2 0080,0)( 4

2

444  PPPF  

1209,1 0010,0)( 5

2

555  PPPF  

Power generators limits: 

300100 1  P  

15080 2  P  

20080 3  P  

10020 4  P  

300100 5  P  

The total load demand, DP  , was 730 MW. Transmission 

losses LP  are computed using the B coefficients. 

The proposed algorithm was implemented in Matlab 

7.0 with CPU i3 at 3.70 GHz , RAM 8GB and operating 

system Windows 10. 

The value of the objective function, which calculates the total 

cost operation of 5 generators, is given from equation (2) and 

is calculated at the end of each iteration. 

For the initialization and the specification of RefSet a 

population of N elements is considered. Each one of the 

elements represents a set of power values (

54321 ,,,, PPPPP ) which could be considered as an 

arbitrary trial solution of the problem in study. After the 

initialization, the solutions are ordered according to the value 

of the objective function. The first solution corresponds to the 

best solution which is determined as the best produced power 

for each one of the 5 generators according to the minimum 

cost operation.  

Figure 3 shows the value of total fuel cost ($/h) as a function 

of the iteration number. 

 

 

 

Specifically, at twenty iterations, observed the following 

results for the total fuel cost of generators (Table 1). 

Table 1 Results of the PR algorithm 

Generator i 
Active power 

generations in MW 
Cost ($/h) 

1 151.00 346.001500 

2 118.571262 303.748578 

3 189.194436 540.261758 

4 100.00 305.00 

5 171.234301 474.666359 

total 730.00 1969.678195 

 

The minimum total fuel cost and active power generations are 

presented in table 2. 

Table 2 : Total fuel cost of generators for iteration. 

Iterations Total Fuel Cost 

1η 1984,90  €/h 

2η 1969,702046 €/h 

3η 1969,678195 €/h 

4η 1969,678195 €/h 

5η 1969,678195 €/h 

6η 1969,678195 €/h 

7η 1969,678195 €/h 

8η 1969,678195 €/h 

9η 1969,678195 €/h 

10η 1969,678195 €/h 

11η 1969,678195 €/h 

12η 1969,678195 €/h 

13η 1969,678195 €/h 

14η 1969,678195 €/h 

15η 1969,678195 €/h 

16η 1969,678195 €/h 

17η 1969,678195 €/h 

18η 1969,678195 €/h 

19η 1969,678195 €/h 

20η 1969,678195 €/h 

In the table 3, the results of PR algorithm are compared with 

results of RCGAS, BCGAS and BFGS methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 : Finding the lowest total fuel cost 
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Table 3 :  Results of PR algorithm compared with 

RCGAS, BCGAS and BFGS methods. 

 RCGAS BCGAS BFGS PR 

opt
1P

(MW) 

213.68 206.72 211.30 151.00 

opt
2P

(MW) 

127.46 121.64 126.30 118.57 

opt
3P

(MW) 

141.93 151.82 151.29 189.194436 

opt
4P

(MW) 

29.53 33.21 71.24 100.00 

opt
5P

(MW) 

258.86 258.05 211.31 171.234302 

Cost($/h) 2010.8 2011.0 2029.3 1969.678195 

6. CONCLUSION  
In this paper the Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) problem 

was studied and presented. In the literature, some heuristic 

approaches have been developed for deriving quality solutions 

to the ELD problem. 

In this paper, the Path Relinking (PR) algorithm, a meta-

heuristic technique was used, as an approach to integrate 

intensification and diversification strategies in a search 

procedure. 

Computational results have proved that the PR algorithm not 

only yields solution values that are comparable to those of 

RCGAS, BCGAS and BFGS algorithms but also gives better 

results. 
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